Photo Collaging & Scrapbooking Tips

A white border of approximately 1/4” - 3/8” is automatically printed on all calendar pages.
11” x 11” Square
Calendar Format

11” x 8 1/2” Horizontal Rectangular
Calendar Format

A single horizontal photo, (3 1/2” x 5” up to 8” x 10”), will enlarge to fit the entire
page. Add a 1/4” - 3/8” colored border around collage for added interest.

Helpful Tips and
Options For Your
12 Month
Photo Calendar

2015

Mail-in or Upload photos

(See separate sheet for upload instructions)
Our large square size calendar is perfect for scrapbook pages but can
also be used for single photos and photo collages. Be as creative as you
want, just make sure you crop it to fit a square size (no smaller than
3”x 3” and no larger than 12” x 12”).
Two vertical photos of the same size, taped together on the back of the photos, will
enlarge to fit the entire page. Add a 1/4” - 3/8” colored border around the collage for
added interest.

• Leave 1/2” border around edges free of design items and photos.
• If submitting square scrapbook pages please DO NOT USE glitter or
sand in your collages as they can scratch our scanning glass.
• If you use 3-D embellishments on your scrapbook pages, it is best to
use ones that are no thicker than 1/8” or they will tend to show
shadows when we scan them.

Four 3 1/2” x 5” or 4” x 6” horizontal
photos taped together on the back of the
photos, will enlarge to fit the entire page.

• Make sure all pieces are secure so they do not fall off or move in
transit to us.

Make horizontal scrapbook pages for
your calendar. Please DO NOT use liquid
glue, glitter or sand in your collages!

Things to Avoid When Submitting Your Photos

We will print what you send us, but if you want us to enlarge your photos to fill the entire space, you must submit them in the proper orientation (larger
horizontally than vertically for rectangular size calendar and the same size vertically and horizontally for the square size calendar.

Try to avoid these configurations:
DO NOT mount photo(s) on paper
and leave a lot of blank space
around them.
Cut the paper border to within 1/4” - 1/2”
around the photo so we can enlarge them
together.
2 horizontal photos

DO NOT make vertical collages.
Make collages horizontal (or square, when
ordering the square format upgrade)
instead.

Irregular shape collage

Panoramic photo

Happy Kids Productions is one of the few companies that accepts mail-in as well as uploaded photos to have a keepsake 12 month
personalized photo calendar made. This unique mail-in option makes the Happy Kids calendar perfect for scrapbookers! Create
beautiful one-of-a-kind collages (maximum size 12” x 12”), then mail them to us, and we will scan them to make your calendars.
It’s as easy as that! We offer an 11” x 11” square calendar format, perfect for your square scrapbook collage calendar pages.

Photo Selection Tips
1. Select photos that are in sharp focus. It helps to
look at your photos through a magnifying glass
to see what they will look like enlarged on your calendar.
2. Choose photos with faces that are well-lit but not
washed out by too much flash.
3. We accept photos and photo collages from 2” x 3”
to 12” x 12”. (Please do not send slides, CDs or discs.)

4. No nudity in photos (except infant photos).
5. Do not send in one-of-a-kind photos, as they may
get damaged in shipping. (Send in copies only.)
If a photo gets lost or damaged, we will reimburse
you $5.00 per kit for replacing the photo(s).
6. Send pages ready to print. Please do all cropping,
trimming and collaging at home before submitting.

Printing from Digital Photos
If mailing in prints of digital photos, please enlarge them to 8” x 10” at home and print them out at that size, trim
photos of all white borders and submit the enlargements. Low resolution digital photo prints will not look sharp
when we enlarge them for your calendar. It tends to make all the pixels visible. You might consider using our photo
upload site for digital photos to get faster service and save money too!

Duplicate Calendars As Low As $9.95! (Sec. B)
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Make Great Holiday Gifts!
You have already pre-paid for your first calendar. Additional duplicate calendars (same photos, dates, titles and covers)
make wonderful gifts and keepsakes for family and friends. See Kit Sheet and Basic Instructions for pricing. If ordering
75+ calendars, call for special lower pricing.
up to
Note: You must purchase a separate kit for each different set of photos you have.

Special Corporate
and Fundraising Calendar Pricing

75%

profit!

We have special programs for fundraisers and corporate giving. Personalized photo calendars make great profit centers
for schools, churches, athletic teams, etc. We offer prices as low as $6.25 - $4.00 for large corporate orders.
Call for FREE fundraising info kit, 1-800-543-7687 ext 102 and ask for Cindy.

